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Abstract 
Optional word omission, such as that omission in complement 
and relative clauses, has been argued to be driven by produc-
tion pressure (rather than by comprehension). One particularly 
strong production-driven hypothesis states that speakers insert 
words to buy time to alleviate production difficulties. I present 
evidence from the distribution of disfluencies in non-subject-
extracted relative clauses arguing against this hypothesis. 
While word omission is driven by production difficulties, 
speakers may use that as a collateral signal to addressees, 
informing them of anticipated production difficulties. In that 
sense, word omission would be subject to audience design (i.e. 
catering to addressees’ needs).  

1. Introduction 
Optional word omission, as optional that omission in com-

plement clauses (1a) and non-subject-extracted relative 
clauses (1b), has been one of the testing grounds for audience 
design (i.e. the questions when, how and to what extent speak-
ers react to addressees’ needs [3]).  

 
(1a) I believe (that) my brother stole your bike. 
(1b) I mean everything (that) they spray out in the fields. 

 
In earlier work with Thomas Wasow on non-subject ex-

tracted relative clauses (henceforth NSRCs) [17], we have 
shown that that omission correlates with the distribution of 
disfluencies. The current project compares two competing 
accounts of that correlation. This comparison pertains to the 
question of the extent to which audience design influences 
word omission. Do speakers mention that to alleviate produc-
tion difficulties (as first suggested in [21])? Or, alternatively, 
does that serve as collateral signal [5] to the hearer that the 
speaker anticipates production difficulties? Before I describe 
these two hypotheses in more detail, I briefly summarize the 
relevant discussion in the literature. 

Research on the influence of audience design on word omis-
sion has focused on the facilitation of comprehension, most 
specifically the avoidance of structural ambiguity [2, 25]. 
Consider (1a). If that is omitted, it creates temporary structural 
ambiguity (the NP my brother could also be an object argu-
ment of believe, as in “I believe my brother”). Indeed, reduced 
complement clauses take longer to read than their full-form 
counterparts [22] (I use the terms “full” and “reduced” to refer 
to complement and relative clauses with and without that, 
respectively). For this reason, using the full form has been 
argued to serve the facilitation of comprehension [2, 11-13, 
25] (which would make word omission subject to audience 
design). However, evidence from several laboratory produc-
tion studies [7, 14, 18, 21] and corpus studies [17, 21, 24] 
argues against such comprehension-facilitation accounts of 
word omission. Ferreira & Dell [7] found no evidence that 
speakers avoid reduced forms when this leads to structural 
ambiguity (not all reduced forms result in ambiguity). While 
this finding is a null effect and as such should be interpreted 
with caution, it has been replicated [18, 24]. 

Ferreira & Dell [7] propose that word omission is subject to 
availability-based sentence production: speakers use the re-
duced form when the material following the omitted word is 
readily available. This hypothesis has received a fair amount 
of support. For example, speakers are more likely to use full-
form complement/relative clauses when the embedded subject 
is more complex (e.g. a full lexical NP rather than a pronoun) 
and therefore takes longer to plan [8, 16, 21, 24]. Elaborating 
on the idea of availability-based sentence production, Race & 
MacDonald [21] hypothesized that speakers insert that to 
alleviate production difficulties. Uttering a relativizer may 
give speakers more time to overcome production problems in 
the embedded clause. I dub this the Alleviation Hypothesis. 

Alternatively, mentioning that (where it may be omitted) 
could be a collateral signal (as defined in [5]). More specifi-
cally, speakers may use that to signal that they anticipate 
production difficulties. I dub this the Signal Hypothesis. The 
Signal hypothesis is based on and informed by earlier research 
on collateral signals of production difficulty [6, 9, 10]. Con-
sider the case of uh/um. Speakers intentionally use the fillers 
uh/um when they are likely to suspend speech [6], and ad-
dressees are sensitive to this signal [3, 6]. This means, even 
though the distribution of uh/um is driven by production diffi-
culties, the use of uh/um is a case of audience design. The 
Signal Hypothesis applies this insight to optional word omis-
sion. Consistent with existing evidence, the Signal Hypothesis 
predicts that the distribution of that is driven by production 
pressures. But, unlike the Alleviation Hypothesis, the Signal 
Hypothesis attributes this correlation to audience design: 
mentioning that is a collateral signal to addressees.  

The two hypotheses make different predictions about the 
distribution of disfluencies (as direct evidence of production 
difficulties) in full and reduced clauses. The Alleviation Hy-
pothesis predicts that mentioning that at the beginning of a 
complement or relative clause reduces disfluency in the 
clause. The Signal Hypothesis makes the opposite prediction. 
To compare the two hypotheses, I conducted a large-scale 
corpus study of disfluencies in full and reduced NSRCs (future 
research will show whether the observations made here also 
apply to other word omission environments). While it is be-
yond the scope of this paper to show whether addressees are 
sensitive to relativizer presence (a prerequisite of the Signal 
Hypothesis), I examine whether addressees could interpret 
relativizers as signals of upcoming production difficulties. 

Section  2 gives an overview of the database and methodol-
ogy. Section  3 tests the Alleviation Hypothesis. Section  4 
provides a preliminary test of the Signal Hypothesis. Section  5 
incorporates the new findings into a model of relativizer omis-
sion. The implications of these studies are discussed in Section 
 6. Directions for future work are addressed in Section  7.  

2. Method and data overview 
The results presented here are part of ongoing work [15, 27] 
on all 4,400 NSRCs from Paraphrase version of the Treebank 
III Switchboard corpus [4]. The corpus consists of 650 parsed 
and part-of-speech-tagged telephone conversations on selected 
topics between two strangers. All conversations in the Switch-
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board corpus are annotated for disfluencies [20]. For the cur-
rent study, NSRCs with wh-relativizers (which, where, who, 
etc.) were excluded because tests revealed that omission of 
these relativizer was frequently unacceptable. Of the remain-
ing 3,701 NSRCs, 1,601 (43.3%) were full NSRCs (i.e. with 
that); 2,100 were reduced NSRCs. All NSRCs and the infor-
mation analyzed below were automatically extracted using 
Tgrep2 [23] and Perl scripts (available upon request).  

2.1. Data overview 

Of the 3,701 NSRCs in the dataset, 593 (16%) contained at 
least one disfluency (compared to 36% for of all types of 
clauses in the Switchboard corpus). About 1.3% were part of a 
larger disfluency, but this did not affect relativizer omission 
(χ2 <  1) and will therefore not be discussed further. 

Counting separately each repetition of fillers, and restarts, 
etc., the NSRCs contained 793 disfluencies. 351 (44%) were 
fillers, predominantly uh/um (61%) and you know (32%):  

 
(2a) … the nuclear [NSRC that, uh, they use] … 
(2b) … things [NSRC that, you know, two people can do] … 
(2c) … every time [NSRC I, uh, I spent money, I mean, cash] …                                                                                                                                         

 
The remaining 442 disfluencies were restarts (including 

lexical, syntactic, and covert repairs in the sense of Levelt 
[19]) or complete suspensions. These repairs were on average 
1.35 words long (STDEV = 0.96, ranging from 1 to 9 words).  

 
(3a) … the way [NSRC our system, our court system works] … 
(3b) … some aunts [NSRC that, uh, I, I, I do] … 
(3c) … all the, [NSRC  that we're doing here] … 

 
The NSRCs contained on average 5.3 words (STDEV = 3.9; 

ranging from 2 to 42 words), resulting in an overall disfluency 
rate (counting fillers, restarts, and suspensions) of 0.04 disflu-
encies per word (i.e. every 25th word belongs to a disfluency; 
STDEV = 0.14, ranging from 0 to 3.5). 

3. Testing the Alleviation Hypothesis 
The purpose of the first study is to test the Alleviation Hy-
pothesis. According to the Alleviation Hypothesis, uttering 
that buys times for the speaker to reduce production difficul-
ties. The Alleviation Hypothesis does not state how often this 
additional time is sufficient to prevent a disfluency that other-
wise would have surfaced (henceforth the success rate). For 
empirical evaluation, it is important to distinguish versions of 
the Alleviation Hypothesis based on the assumed success rate. 
The strongest Alleviation Hypothesis assumes a success rate 
of 100%. Hence full NSRCs should contain significantly less 
disfluency than reduced NSRCs. No direct predictions are 
made for fillers, but as suspensions/restarts are often preceded 
by fillers, full NSRCs should contain fewer fillers. Further-
more, relativizer presence may correlate with a higher likeli-
hood of disfluencies immediately preceding the NSRC be-
cause higher workload during the planning of NSRCs may 
increase the need to buy time. Before I discuss weaker ver-
sions of the Alleviation Hypothesis, I test the strongest Alle-
viation Hypothesis. 

I investigated the distribution of fillers, suspensions, and 
restarts immediately preceding and following the beginning 
of an NSRC (with or without a relativizer). For the analysis, 
all fillers form one group (separate tests for the two most 
frequent types of fillers you know and uh/um did not reveal 
significant differences with regard to relativizer omission). 
Suspensions and restarts form another group. 

3.1. Results: Relativizers correlate with disfluencies 

The results are summarized in Table 1. The first two rows 
list the percentage of full and reduced NSRCs that contain at 
least one disfluency either in the modified NP (i.e. preceding 
the NSRC) or within the NSRC itself. The last row gives the 
significance level of Fisher’s Exact test. All results were 
significant. Full NSRCs are at least two times more likely to 
contain/to be preceded by disfluencies than reduced NSRCs. 
 
Table 1:  Percentage of NSRCs preceded by/containing disfluencies 

  Fillers Suspension/Restart 
  In NP In NSRC  In NP In NSRC  
% of full NSRC 4.7% 8.8% 2.2% 17.5%
% of reduced NSRC  1.9% 4.2% 1.1% 7.9%
Fisher’s Exact p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.02 p < 0.001
 
3.2. Intermediate discussion 

The observed correlations between disfluency and relativizer 
presence are predicted by production-driven accounts of word 
omission [7, 17, 21]. The positive correlation of relativizer 
presence with production difficulties preceding NSRCs is 
compatible with the Alleviation Hypothesis. However, the 
finding that relativizers correlate with a higher likelihood of 
disfluencies in NSRCs rejects the strongest Alleviation Hy-
pothesis. 

The results presented above are based on pooling all disflu-
encies in an NSRC. But maybe relativizers only help to alle-
viate production difficulties that occur at the beginning of 
NSRCs. In that case, pooling all disfluencies would unfairly 
bias against the Alleviation Hypothesis. To address this pos-
sibility, I conducted separate tests for the presence of suspen-
sions/restarts in the first one to four words of NSRCs. The 
results, summarized in Table 2, still argue against the strong-
est Alleviation Hypothesis.  
 
Table 2: Suspensions/restarts within the first 1..4 words of NSRC. 

  Word 1 Word 1-2  Word 1-3 Word 1-4  
% of full NSRC 5.5% 9.7% 10.9% 12.7%
% of reduced NSRC  2.7% 3.9% 4.9% 5.9%
Fisher’s Exact p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001
 

Nevertheless, it could be that a weaker version of the Alle-
viation Hypothesis holds. Assuming a weak Alleviation Hy-
pothesis, where the success rate of alleviation (due to relativ-
izer insertion) is smaller than 100%, the results presented 
above may be due to an indirect association of that with more 
complex NSRC (e.g. because Alleviation isn’t the only func-
tion of that). In that case, the higher likelihood of full NSRCs 
containing disfluencies could be a side effect. If full NSRCs 
are on average more complex, they will be associated with 
more production pressure, and they will more frequently 
result in production difficulties. To illustrate this idea, con-
sider the Venn diagram in Figure 1 (the diagonal stripes 
indicate the subset of NSRCs that resulted in production 
difficulties). 

 
Figure 1:  Venn diagram of relativizer distribution, production 

difficulty, and disfluency in NSRCs (not drawn to scale) 

Reduced NSRCs (RRC) Full NSRCs (FRC)

Production difficulty (PD) 

Disfluency (D) 
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The weak Alleviation Hypothesis predicts that relativizer 
presence alleviates production difficulties after other factors 
are controlled for. In other words, the proportion of alleviated 
production difficulties in full NSRCs (i.e. |[PD ∩ FRC] / D]| 
divided by |[PD ∩ FRC]|) should be higher than the propor-
tion of alleviated production difficulties in reduced NSRCs 
(|[PD ∩ RRC] / D]| divided by |[PD ∩ RRC]|). These propor-
tions cannot be directly calculated (since PD is not known), 
but one can try to control for as many factors as possible that 
contribute to making an NSRC a member of PD (i.e. factors 
that make an NSRC complex). Next, I describe the design of 
the statistical analysis that aims to do that. 

 
3.3. Method and predictions 

As in Section  3.1, two separate analyses were performed for 
fillers and suspensions/restarts. For the current study, a more 
sophisticated measure than relativizer presence was used as 
dependent variable: the normalized rate of disfluencies in the 
NSRC (i.e. the number of disfluent words per word). The 
number of words that were part of a disfluency was automati-
cally extracted from the Switchboard Corpus. This number 
was divided by the overall number of words in that domain, 
yielding a normalized rate of disfluencies. This measure is 
finer-grained than disfluency presence (used in Section  3.1) 
and less correlated with NSRC length. Normalized disfluency 
rates proved a good measure of production difficulty; how-
ever, all results were confirmed for other measures of disflu-
ency, cf. Section  3.5. Consider example (3a), repeated below. 
The NSRC contains six words, two of which are part of a 
disfluency (underlined). The NSRC’s normalized disfluency 
rate in (3a) is therefore 2 / 6 = 0.33. The normalized disfluency 
rate preceding the NSRC in (3a) is 0 / 2 = 0.  

 
(3a) … the way our system, our court system works … 

 
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted with sub-

jects as random effects and relativizer as well as control fac-
tors as fixed effects. Including speaker effects in the ANOVAs 
accounts for the fact that speakers may have different base 
rates of disfluency. Table 3 summarizes the design of the two 
ANOVAs. The ANOVAs includes factors contributing to the 
complexity of NSRCs, and factors known to correlate directly 
with the presence of disfluencies as controls. Next, I briefly 
describe these controls. 

 
Table 3:  Design of ANOVAs 
Dependent variable Normalized disfluency rate in NSRC 

Relativizer presence, 
Length of modified NP (in words) 

Fixed effects        
[categorical] 
 Is the NSRC subject a pronoun? 

Rate of speech before NSRC 
Rate of speech within NSRC 
Length of RC (in words) 
Normalized rates of fillers in NP 

[continuous] 

Normalized rate of suspension/restarts in NP 
Random effects Speaker 
 

The rate of speech preceding and within NSRCs was in-
cluded since rate of speech is known to correlate with disflu-
encies. The length of NSRCs (in words) was included since 
more complex NSRCs probably correlate with more disfluen-
cies. Although the dependent variable already includes a 
control for NSRC length, NSRC length may correlate with a 
more than linear increase in disfluencies. Next, the normalized 
disfluency rates preceding the NSRC were included as a factor 
to control for production difficulties immediately preceding 

NSRCs (which may carry over into the NSRC). The NSRC 
subject’s complexity was included because the availability-
based sentence production hypothesis ([7], cf. Section  1) 
predicts that it should have an especially strong effect on 
relativizer presence. Finally, the grammatical function of the 
modified NP was included in case the NSRC’s position within 
the matrix clause has an effect on disfluency rates. Other 
controls were tested but are not included in the final tests since 
they did not contribute to the model (Fs > 1). 

If relativizers help to alleviate production difficulty, the 
normalized disfluency rate for NSRCs with a relativizer 
should be smaller than the rate for reduced NSRCs.  

 
3.4. Results: Relativizers predict higher disfluency rates 

Relativizer presence has a significant main effect on both 
the rate of fillers in the NSRC (F1(1, 652) = 6.3, p < 0.02) and 
the rate of suspensions/restarts in NSRCs (F1(1, 989) = 6.1, 
p < 0.02). But, contrary to the Alleviation Hypothesis, relativ-
izer presence (i.e. full NSRCs) correlates with higher normal-
ized disfluency rates even after the disfluency rates immedi-
ately preceding the NSRC are controlled for (cf. Table 4).  

 
Table 4:  Marginal means of the normalized disfluency rates 

  Fillers Suspensions/Restarts  
Full NSRC 0.014 0.030
Reduced NSRC  0.005 0.019

 
NSRC length has a strong effect on both of the normalized 

disfluency rates (Fs > 100). This is due to an exponential 
increase in the average number of disfluencies for longer 
NSRCs. Furthermore, the speech rate in the NSRC signifi-
cantly affects the rate of disfluencies (Fs > 15). The effect of 
the NP’s grammatical function approached significance for the 
normalized rate of suspensions/restarts (F1(3, 2863) = 2.5, 
p < 0.06). All other factors failed to reach significance. 

 
3.5. Discussion 

The results argue against the Alleviation Hypothesis [21]. 
Full NSRCs are more likely to contain a suspension/restart 
(Section  3.1). This finding holds after controlling for other 
factors that could contribute to the amount of disfluency in 
NSRCs (i.e., the NSRC’s complexity, the production pressure 
immediately preceding the NSRC, the rate of speech, and 
speaker effects). Thus even the weak Alleviation Hypothesis 
is hard to reconcile with the above results. Next, I discuss a 
couple possible objections to this conclusion. 

First, it could be that normalized disfluency rates are not the 
best way to test the Alleviation Hypothesis. Maybe alleviation 
would show up in terms of a decrease in the absolute length of 
disfluencies or a decrease in the absolute number of disfluen-
cies in the NSRC. Additional ANOVAs revealed that this was 
not the case. Regardless of which disfluency weight measure 
is chosen as the dependent variable (length, number, normal-
ized disfluency rate), the effect of relativizer presence is either 
non-existent or in the opposite of the direction predicted by 
the Alleviation Hypothesis. Also, as shown in Section  3.2, it is 
not the case that relativizers only alleviate production difficul-
ties immediately following them. This result was confirmed 
by an ANOVA with the factors from Table 3, but with the rate 
of suspensions/restarts in only the first five words as depend-
ent variable. Contrary to the Alleviation Hypothesis, relativiz-
ers still were associated with a higher rate of suspen-
sions/restarts (F1(1, 893) = 11.1, p = 0.001). 

Interestingly, the results are consistent with the Signal Hy-
pothesis. The presence of a positive correlation between dis-
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fluency rates and relativizers after controlling for other factors 
suggests that speakers use relativizers as signals to the hearer. 

4. Testing the Signal Hypothesis 
The next question is whether addressees could potentially use 
relativizer presence as a signal that the speaker will be likely 
to run into production difficulties (as predicted by the Signal 
Hypothesis). In other words, given all information addressees 
have access to before they hear the beginning of an NSRC, 
does the presence of a relativizer provide additional informa-
tion about the rate of disfluencies in the upcoming NSRC? 
  
4.1. Method and predictions 

Two separate ANOVAs were conducted for the normalized 
rates of fillers and suspension/restarts within NSRCs. In con-
trast to the analysis in Section  3, the factors included in these 
ANOVAs only contained information available to addressees 
prior to the beginning of the NSRC (cf. Table 5). 

  
Table 5: Design of ANOVAs 
Dependent variable Normalized disfluency rate in NSRC 

Relativizer presence, Fixed effects        
[categorical] Grammatical function of modified NP 

Rate of speech before NSRC 
Length of modified NP (in words) 
Normalized rates of fillers in NP 

[continuous] 

Normalized rate of suspension/restarts in NP 
Random effects Speaker 

 
Rate of speech was included as a factor since it usually cor-

relates with disfluency rates. The length of the modified NP 
was included since producing complex NPs may consume 
more processing resources, which could cause a processing 
bottleneck when the speaker plans the NSRC. The grammati-
cal function of the modified NP was included to account for 
effects that are due to the relative position of the NSRC within 
the matrix clause. Finally, to capture effects of experienced 
production difficulty at the point when the speaker is planning 
the NSRC, the normalized rates of fillers and suspen-
sions/restarts immediately preceding the NSRC were also 
entered into the ANOVA. 

The Signal Hypothesis predicts that relativizer presence ex-
hibits a positive correlation with the rate of disfluencies, even 
after all information available to addressees prior to the rela-
tivizer is controlled for. 

 
4.2. Results: Relativizers predict following disfluencies 

Relativizer presence is a significant predictor of a higher 
rate of fillers (F1(1, 604) = 12.2, p = 0.001) and a higher rate 
of suspensions/restarts (F1(1, 946) = 11.2, p = 0.001). 

Only one of the covariates had an effect. Fillers in the modi-
fied NP marginally predicted relativizer presence (F1(1, 
2942) = 2.8, p = 0.09). Since fillers often occur in chains, this 
effect is expected and will not be discussed any further.  

 
4.3. Discussion 

The effect of relativizer presence on disfluency rates in 
NSRCs is predicted by the Signal Hypothesis. The effects are, 
however, rather subtle. Maybe relativizer presence only in-
forms addressees of disfluencies early in NSRCs? Post-hoc 
tests were conducted on the rate of suspensions/restarts within 
the first two/the first five words of the NSRC. As expected, 
the effect of relativizer presence was stronger (both Fs = 15.7, 
Ps < 0.001). While the results are encouraging for the Signal 
Hypothesis, there are some issues that deserve discussion.   

First of all, if relativizers are collateral signals, addressees 
should be sensitive to this information. While experiments 
show readers are sensitive to relativizer presence [11, 21], 
there is currently no evidence that addressees interpret relativ-
izers as signals of production difficulties. Unfortunately, 
preliminary data searches only found ten interruptions by the 
addressee in the middle of an NSRC – too few to test whether 
interruption is more likely for full NSRCs (as predicted by the 
Signal Hypothesis). I leave this issue to future research. 

Second, two potential confounds to the current study have to 
be addressed. First, it is well known that speakers lengthen 
words (including uh/um) when they are experiencing produc-
tion difficulties [6, 9]. Maybe the difference in the relative rate 
of suspensions/restarts is solely driven by lengthening of 
relativizers (which, of course, can only occur in full NSRCs). 
Indeed, lengthening of relativizer that correlates positively 
(though only weakly) with the presence of suspensions/restarts 
at the beginning of an NSRC (r = 0.09, p < 0.001). A second 
potential confound is that the presence of a pause before the 
NSRC may signal to the hearer that disfluencies are to be 
expected. However, the existence of pauses is inversely corre-
lated with relativizer presence (only 13% of all full NSRC are 
preceded by pauses compared to 20% of the reduced NSRC, 
χ2 = 30.0, p < 0.001). So, if anything, controlling for pauses 
should increase the correlation between relativizers and the 
disfluency rate in NSRCs.  

To ascertain that the effect of relativizer presence holds after 
controlling for the existence of pauses before the NSRC as 
well as lengthening of that, I conducted an ANOVA including 
these two factors in addition to the factors mentioned above (I 
am indebted to Neal Snider for extracting information on 
pauses and the length of that from Switchboard). The duration 
of that was transformed by subtracting the mean duration from 
all cases with a relativizer (this was necessary to avoid co-
linearity between relativizer presence and relativizer duration). 
Cases without a relativizer were coded as having a duration of 
zero (i.e. these cases were treated just like cases with a relativ-
izer of average length).  

As expected, both absence of a pause (F1(1, 2854) =  9.4, 
p < 0.001) and lengthening (F1(1, 2854) = 20.2, p < 0.001) are 
significant predictors of following suspensions/restarts. The 
effect of relativizer presence was even stronger after control-
ling for these factors (F1(1, 734) = 20.4, p < 0.001). 

In conclusion, the absence of a pause before an NSRC, 
lengthening of that, and the presence of that independently 
predict that the speaker will run into production difficulties at 
the beginning of the NSRC. 

5. Modeling relativizer omission  
The previous study shows that listeners could use the informa-
tion provided by relativizer presence to predict that the 
speaker is (more) likely to produce disfluencies in the NSRC. 
The current study asks whether speakers’ choice of full over 
reduced NSRCs is guided by anticipated difficulties and/or the 
presence of disfluencies preceding the NSRC. In other words, 
I develop a model of relativizer omission to see whether an-
ticipated difficulty (here estimated by the presence of disflu-
encies) is a factor that drives the speakers’ choice after other 
factors known to affect relativizer omission are controlled for. 

 
5.1. Method 

A Generalized Linear Model predicting relativizer omission 
was constructed using all factors known to account for a 
considerable amount of variation in relativizer omission (see 
A-H below). For more details on A-G, I refer to [8, 15, 16, 
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27]. H was included since ongoing work (together with Laura 
Staum) suggests that women use relativizers more frequently 
than men. Note that the inclusion of F and G assumes that 
speakers have some look-ahead into NSRCs. So does the 
inclusion of disfluencies in NSRCs as predictors (see below). 

 
A Grammatical function of modified NP in matrix clause 
B Determiner type of the modified NP 
C Does the modified NP contain a uniqueness-requiring 

adjective or operator (e.g. the fastest person, …)? 
D Does a light noun head the modified NP (e.g. way, …)? 
E Does anything intervene between the modified NP’s 

head noun and the beginning of the NSRC (e.g. my 
friend from New York that you met …)? 

F Is the extracted element in the NSRC an adverbial NP? 
G Is the NSRC subject a pronoun (e.g. the friend you met)? 
H Gender of speaker 

 
Earlier logistic regression models of word omission [15, 21, 

24] did not model speaker effects. Such models rely on the 
assumption that each observation in the data set is independ-
ent of the other observations. However, datasets often contain 
several NSRCs from the same speakers, and speakers may 
have different base rates of relativizer omission (i.e. the as-
sumption of the independence of observations is violated). 
Indeed, each speaker in the data set on average contributed 
about 10.8 NSRCs (STDEV = 9.2, ranging from 1 to 44).  

I used logit Generalized Linear Mixed Models with A-H as 
fixed effects and normally distributed random intercepts to 
model speaker effects (as implemented in the R software 
library glmmPQL [26]; I am grateful to Joan Bresnan for 
pointing me to this solution). Logit models were used since 
the dependent variable (relativizer omission) is categorical. 

The resulting mixed model (henceforth the standard model) 
predicts relativizer presence much more accurately (classifi-
cation accuracy 75%) than the baseline model (a model that 
always predicts the more frequent event, here relativizer 
omission; classification accuracy 58%). The improvement 
was highly significant (change in -2log-likelihood = 455.0; 
p < 0.0001 based on a χ2 with DF = 17). All factors contrib-
uted significantly to the standard model (p < 0.01 for factor C 
and H; all other factors p < 0.0001). Interestingly, the inclu-
sion of speaker effects (STDEV of intercepts = 0.67) consid-
erably improved classification accuracy (from 69% to 75%).  

To test whether disfluency presence predicts relativizer 
presence after all of the above factors are controlled for, a 
separate model was fit for each of the four disfluency meas-
ures (cf. Table 6 below), by adding the disfluency measure to 
the standard model. Next, the goodness-of-fit of each of these 
four models was compared against the standard model’s fit. 

 
5.2. Results: Disfluencies predict relativizer presence 

Table 6 summarizes the change in -2log-likelihood caused 
by adding any of the disfluency measures to the standard 
model as well as the significance level of that change based 
on a χ2 with DF = 1 (adding a disfluency measure adds one 
free parameter to the model).  

 
Table 6:  Model improvement for each of the disfluency measures 

  Fillers Suspension/Restart 
  In NP In NSRC  In NP In NSRC  
Coefficient in model -0.02 0.89 -0.2 0.55
Change in -2log-LH 0 19.5 0.4 11.8
Significance level of χ2 n.s. p < 0.001 n.s. p < 0.001

Information on fillers and suspension/restarts in the NSRC 
improves the model significantly. As expected, the coeffi-
cients for these two significant effects are positive (i.e. the 
more production difficulty a speaker anticipates, the more 
likely is a relativizer). Information on disfluencies preceding 
the NSRC does not improve the model.  
 
5.3. Discussion 

Under the reasonable assumption that speakers usually plan 
the beginning of NSRCs before they start pronouncing the 
relativizer, they may choose to insert a relativizer if they 
encounter production difficulties. The above results argue that 
speakers do this. Even after controlling for other factors 
known to favor relativizers, fillers and suspensions/restarts in 
NSRCs are significant predictors of relativizer presence.  

Disfluency immediately before NSRCs does not seem to 
influence relativizer omission. This lack of an effect could be 
due to insufficient power. Note that there were fewer disflu-
ent NPs (immediately preceding the NSRCs) than disfluent 
NSRCs. This asymmetry is not surprising since the NPs on 
average are much shorter (MEAN = 2.3 words, STDEV = 1.1, 
ranging from 1 to 8 words) than the NSRCs (MEAN = 5.3 
words, STDEV = 3.9, ranging from 2 to 42 words). If, how-
ever, confirmed by other studies, the null effect of preceding 
disfluencies on relativizer omission would resemble Clark & 
Fox Tree’s finding that uh and um contrast mainly in the 
length of the delays following them [6].  

6. General discussion and conclusions 
In earlier work with Thomas Wasow [17], we have presented 
preliminary evidence that relativizer presence is correlated 
with upcoming disfluencies. The studies presented here con-
firm that relativizers predict the presence of disfluencies in the 
NSRC after controlling for other factors and speaker effects. 
This finding is predicted by Ferreira & Dell’s [7] availability-
based hypothesis, according to which that is omitted when 
planning of the following material is finished. More generally, 
the results support the claim made in [7, 17, 21] that presence 
of that correlates with production difficulty. 

Furthermore, the finding that relativizers are correlated with 
more disfluencies in the NSRC argues against the Alleviation 
Hypothesis. The available evidence suggests that relativizers 
do not help to alleviate production difficulties. On the con-
trary, the results support the Signal Hypothesis: relativizers 
are significant predictors of upcoming disfluencies even after 
properties of the modified NP as well as the disfluency rate 
before the NSRC are controlled for. In conclusion, while the 
current studies do not show that addressees do interpret op-
tional relativizers as signals that the speaker is anticipating 
production difficulties, it shows that addressees could do so. 

What are the consequences of these findings for the relation 
between audience design and optional word omission? The 
studies presented here show that optional that may be subject 
to audience design despite the fact that its distribution is gov-
erned by production pressures (in which case optional word 
omission would resemble uh/um, [6]). This is consistent with 
the observation that, although speakers do not seem to monitor 
their own speech for structural ambiguity, they use full-form 
clauses more frequently when addressees are present (com-
pared to situations without addressees, [7]). This would be 
unexpected if optional that was uttered only to help speakers, 
but it is predicted by the Signal Hypothesis of optional word 
omission. If speakers use optional that to signal anticipated 
production difficulty, it makes sense that they use that more 
frequently in the presence of an addressee. 
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To end on a general note, the current finding argues that, for 
questions on the influence of audience design on morpho-
syntactic variation (e.g., word omission, word order variation), 
it is misleading to focus exclusively on the avoidance of struc-
tural ambiguity. While current evidence suggests that speakers 
do not systematically avoid structural ambiguities (whether by 
prosodic phrase marking [1, 18], by insertion of disambiguat-
ing words [7, 24], or by choosing an unambiguous word order 
[1]), ambiguity avoidance is not the only way in which speak-
ers can cater to addressees’ needs: As shown by Clark & Fox 
Tree [6] for uh/um, speakers use collateral signals to keep 
addressees informed about the state of their production sys-
tem. 

7. Future work 
More research on other word omission phenomena (e.g. com-
plementizer omission, reduced subject-extracted relative 
clauses, omission of to after help) is necessary to see how 
general the finding presented here are.  

With regard to the Signal Hypothesis, future research will 
decide whether addressees are sensitive to relativizer presence. 
Regardless of whether relativizers are signals or symptoms, a 
better understanding is needed of what kind of production 
difficulty that correlates with. For example, preliminary evi-
dence suggests that relativizers also correlate with the pres-
ence of pauses immediately following them. Future research 
will show whether relativizers correlate specifically with 
suspensions of speech (as is the case for uh/um). Alterna-
tively, speakers may use relativizers whenever they anticipate 
high workload. Ongoing work also investigates correlations of 
relativizers with the rate of speech before and within NSRCs. 
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